
Spiceology Lands on Shelves at Ace
Hardware, Making Ace The Helpful FLAVOR
Place

Ace is Upping Its Flavor Game, Elevating their BBQ and
Grilling Sections with Leading Spice Brand

NEWS RELEASE BY SPICEOLOGY

 Spiceology Inc., the fastest growing spice company in America, has announced a partnership with

Ace Hardware that enables Ace retailers to carry the leading spice company’s innovative signature

blends and collaboration products, further bolstering the nationwide retailer's reputation as a

flavor and grilling destination. The entire 23 item Spiceology planogram can now be ordered

through the Ace Retail Service Center. In the first 30 days, over 400 franchises stocked their

shelves with Spiceology.

In the last five years, Ace has seen a 36% growth in BBQ, and expects to see this trend continue.

The addition of Spiceology is another step toward being a trusted resource for every type of

griller and home cook.

“At Ace, we consider ourselves an important part of each of our local communities, and we want

to provide our customers with everything they need to make their homes a better place,” said

Paige Roszkowski, BBQ Fuel & Accessories Associate Merchant. “We are not just a hardware store

anymore, and we’ve reworked our focus internally to give growing sections of the business the

deserved attention, including our grilling sections. We’ve seen immense growth in the BBQ space,

and we’re excited to have Spiceology on our shelves, showing that premium quality blends should

be a staple in everyone’s household.”
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According to Ace CMO Kim Lefko, in 2020, Ace attracted younger shoppers, more new home

buyers, and more women than ever before. And while Ace carries other grilling spice blends, the

addition of Spiceology’s diverse and easy-to-use blends highlights the company’s expansion from

the grill to the kitchen.

As a premium spice and flavor company, Spiceology’s products are made with Grade A ingredients

and are ultra-versatile for whatever you are grilling, cooking or creating. Spiceology’s flavor

experts develop innovative and easy-to-use blends and recipes, empowering Ace customers to

go from home cook to home chef with just a few tablespoons.

“We’re changing the way people eat and experience flavor,” said Maria Emmer-Aanes, Vice

President of Retail and Grocery at Spiceology. “We admire Ace’s connection to the community, and

we are excited to have our products available for their customers, showing just how important it is

to have high-quality ingredients in your home to experiment with flavor. Just as Ace stores are a

one-stop shop for a growing and more diverse clientele, our ultra-versatile spice blends can be

the new go-tos customers reach for in the kitchen and around the grill.”

Spiceology - AceNet Direct (Vendor #56309).

 

ABOUT SPICEOLOGY

 



Founded in 2013, Spiceology is the fastest-growing spice company in America and is on a

mission to bring the magic back to spices, the world’s first currency. The chef-owned and

operated, one-stop spice shop develops innovative blends and offers over 400

ingredients that are ground fresh in small-batches and shipped fresh to consumers and

chefs. Spiceology’s “experiment with flavor” ethos is not only embraced through

excellent ingredients and unique combinations, but also through responsible business

practices designed to create a better world with diversity, equity and inclusion at the

heart of the workforce. Spiceology products can be found on spiceology.com, in

specialty retailers and grocers, in restaurants around the US, and as far away as Australia

and Dubai. Visit spiceology.com for more information or to place an order, or follow

Spiceology on Facebook and Instagram. For recipe inspiration, visit here.

 

ABOUT ACE HARDWARE

 

Ace Hardware is the largest retailer-owned hardware cooperative in the world with more

than 5,200 locally owned and operated hardware stores in approximately 70 countries.

Headquartered in Oak Brook, Ill., Ace and its subsidiaries operate an expansive network

of distribution centers in the U.S. and have distribution capabilities in Ningbo, China;

Colon, Panama; and Dubai, United Arab Emirates. Since 1924, Ace has become a part of

local communities around the world and known as the place with the helpful hardware

folks. For more information, visit acehardware.com or newsroom.acehardware.com.
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